There is a universal enveloping algebra for such Lie algebras which we denote by E(L). Denote by L-alg the category of A-algebras B which have L and hence E(L) acting as left operators such that for aeA, de'L, {da) ig = d{a. ig). If F is the forgetful functor from L-alg to the category of A-algebras, we show that F has a left adjoint J(L, •) which is the natural algebraic translation of the infinite jet space.
In the third section of this paper we construct a theory of singularities for a derivation from a ring to a module and then we apply this construction to J(L, G) where G is an A-algebra. These singularities are subschemas with defining sheaf of ideals given by Fitting invariants of appropriately chosen modules when A and B are polynomial rings over a field k and G==A®^B; these are the generic singularities of Boardman-Thom.
Finally we show that, under some rather general conditions on the structure of G as an A-algebra, the generic singularities are regular immersions in the sense ofBerthelot.
The usual construction of the infinite jet space used for the generic singularities of Boardman-Thom (see [2] ) uses coordinates in the domain and range of the functions and then one appeals to a coordinate patching process to construct the required space. Because the discussions of singularities between schemas is the natural analogous algebraic A/f^_i(M)®RM/Af^_i(M), .. ., etc. In the case that R==J(L, B), there is a module over R and a derivation from R to this module whose singularities are generic in the sense of the Boardman-Thom singularities.
In the last section of this paper we show that under some rather general conditions on the structure ofB as an A-algebra (conditions satisfied by A0^B) the generic singularities are actually regular immersions in the sense of Berthelot [i] (see the discussion following Theorem 4.3) . We propose this as the algebraic analogue of the Boardman theory.
As in [13] we shall say that a commutative ring with i is a scalar ring, and a nonscalar ring is a ring not necessarily satisfying these conditions. Unless otherwise specified in the discussion, when we say ring we shall mean a scalar ring.
We shall use the following notation. If A is a ring which is an algebra over a ring A, we shall denote by D(A/A) the module of k differentials of A and by L(A/A) the
A-module Hom^(D(A/A), A) with Lie product [d^y d^]==d^.d^-d^.d^y wherê eHon^(D(A/A),A).
It will be convenient to denote the module Hom^(D(A/A), A) by D^A/A).
Lemma (2.1). -L(A/A) is a Lie algebra over k which is a left A-module. Further if a, be A and d,, ^eL^A/A), then [ad,, bd,]==ad,(b)d,-bd^{a)d,+ab[d^ d,].
Proof. -The first remark is very well known. As for the second, this is a straightforward computation.
Definition (2.2) . -Suppose A and k are rings such that A is a A-algebra. A A-Lie algebra L is said to be an A-k-Lie algebra if the following conditions are satisfied: (i) L is a left A-module. (ii) There exists a A-Lie algebra homomorphism <p : L->L(A/A) which is A-linear. (We shall call 9 the A-structure map of L).
(iii) If a, be A and x,jye'L, then [ax, by] = a{^x)b)y-b^{y)a)x + ab [x,y] .
When there is no fear of confusion we shall denote q)(rf)<2 by da.
Definition (2.3) . -Suppose A, B and k are rings, where B is an A-algebra and A is a A-algebra. If L is an A-A-Lie algebra, then B is said to be an L-algebra if there exists an A linear map 6 : L-»L(B/A) which is a A-Lie algebra map such that if y : L-^L(A/A) is the A-structure map of L and if ae A, deL, then (9(^) .iB=6^)(a.iB).
The map 6 will be called the ^-structure map of B.
Lemma (2.5). -Suppose that k and A are rings and assume that A is a k-algebra. Assume that M is an A-module and assume that there exists an A-linear map 6 : M->L(A/A) and a k-bilinear product [, ] from M to M such that for some set of A-generators {wj, Q'eJ), of M we have (i) K (ii) [m, ,m,]==o and \m,, m^ = -\m^, m,] .
(iii) [>w,, bm^a{Q(m,) {b))m^-b{Q(m^{a))m^ab\m^ wj. In order to prove the Jacobi identity we need only show that Set A; (=a, y.=a', z^=a", m^=m, m^m', m^=m". Then [am, [a'm', a"m"] 
~}==a"{Q{m")a'){Q{m')a)m-a'a"{Q[m', m"]a)m -a'{Q(m')a"){Q{m")a)m-a{Q{m){a"Q{m")a'))m' +a{Q{m){a'Q{m')a"))m"+aa'{Q{m')a")[m,m"'\ -aa"{Q{m")a')[m, m']+a{Q{m)(a'a"))[m', m"]+aa'a"[m, \m', OT"]].
Similarly for [a'm', [a"m", am] ] and \a"m", [am, a'm'] ]. Thus if we set Q{m){x)==m{x), then the coefficient of m in T^ is
A simple symmetry argument shows that therefore To complete the proof that M is a k-T-iie algebra it will suffice to show that Finally, we must show that M with the given bracket has the structure of an A-A-algebra. Thus suppose m and m' are elements of M. Then ffi==Sff,OT, and ?ra'=Sa'OT, for some a,',ff,eA. Then (^(8.) 
,2^
Thus Lemma (2.5) shows that BO^L has the structure of a B-A-Lie algebra.
To complete the proof, we shall show that if T] : B®^L -> B®^L is the quotient map which carries b®^d to b®^d, then the kernel of T] is a A-Lie algebra ideal in B®^L which is mapped to zero by y'.
Note first that ker(-y]) is generated as an A-submodule of B®^L by the elements of the form ab®j, d-b®j,ad, where aeA, beB, deL. If (B®^SeB®^L, then T) [P®^S, ab®^d-b0^ad] [8,ad] )
Note that y' clearly carries ab®^d-b®j^ad to zero in L(B/^). This completes the proof. Proof. -Suppose </£L(A/A) and suppose 9 : A->A[S~1] is the canonical map.
We set e'(rf)(9(^).9(J)'~l)==---9(^)9 (A)+-7^-9 W. One checks easily that 6'(rf) is 9(J) 9^) a A-derivation on A[S~1]. The map Q'{d) is clearly A-linear. Further, if aeA, then 6'(rf)(9(a))=9(^). It is easily seen that 6'[W, <l= [6'(rf) 
where one derives the last equality by an application of the formula of Lemma (2.1). This completes the proof of the first assertion.
To prove the second assertion we need only note that when D^A/A) is finitely presented, then
where the isomorphism is given by 6. (See [9] ).
We would also like to remark here that if L is an A-A-Lie algebra and if B and B' are L-algebras, then B®^B' is a (B®^L)-algebra such that
+(Bp'(i^ [8,8'] )(^').
Definition (2.8).
-Suppose A and k are rings and suppose that A is a ^-algebra. Assume that L is an A-^-Lie algebra and suppose that B is a nonscalar A-algebra which is a left A-module. We shall say that B is an Ark-enveloping algebra for L if: As usual one gives also the Definition (2.9). -Suppose L is an A-A-Lie algebra. An enveloping algebra E for L is said to be a universal enveloping algebra if given any enveloping algebra B for L there exists a unique map ^ : E->B such that (i) ^ is a A-algebra map; (ii) 4* ls a ^ft A-module map; (iii) +opg=pB.
We now wish to show that if L is an A-A-Lie algebra, then L has a universal A-^-enveloping algebra. The proof is entirely routine. 
We shall find the following notation convenient in the remainder of this paper. Suppose n and m are integers. We shall denote by F(^, m) the set of strictly increasing functions from the set {i, .. ., n} to the set {i, .. ., w}. If aeF(^, m), then we shall denote by cy. the function in F(w-n, m) which has as image in {i, ... 3 m} the complement of the range of a in {i 3 . . ., m}. If a is onto, then COL is defined to be the empty function. 
Proceeding by induction
This completes the proof. Proof. -We consider the B-module B®^ S (X^L=B®AT(L). In order to put j=i a ^-algebra structure on B®^T(L) it will suffice to define a ^-bilinear map "." from ( This product may be extended to a ^-bilinear map from (B®^T) x(B®^T) to B®^T.
We turn to the question of associativity. Thus suppose that 6®8g...8^ and ®6^.. . 6^ are elements of BOO^T. Suppose d^ . . ., dyeL. Then On the other hand
where 83 ^ ^ = d^. Thus ((i®<4)(^8,.. .8i))(.®o,.. .6i)==;s s «A)( n e(s )),0^n8^)e,.. .e, 
Thus we have an associative A-algebra structure on B®^T(L). Note that we have shown that (6®rf,... ^).(p® §i... S,)=S^'®6^... 8, where ^'eB and 6,eT(L).
Next suppose R=6®rf,...^, S=p®8,...8i and assume d, d'eL. Then
Further if ^eT(L) and aeA, then 
Thus in each case an element of the form RyS is in B®3 if y^S, where 3 is the ideal in T(L) generated by the relation dd '-d'd-^d'} and rf(^p) -(<p(flf)^)p-^/p. It follows therefore that BOO 3 is an ideal in BOO^T(L) with our multiplication. Hence BOO^E(L) inherits the ^-algebra structure of B®^T(L).
To complete the theorem we must show that B®^E(L) is a universal enveloping algebra of B®^L.
First B®^E(L) is an enveloping algebra for B®^L. The B-^-structure map for B®^L is given by (p(^®^)((B)= 6 (6(^0 (3) . If p : B®T(L) -> B®^E(L)=E is the quotient map, then for (B®8g...8i in B®^E(L), 6eB, and ^®rfeB®^L, it follows that
. However a simple computation shows this last expression is p^®^)?^'®^)-?^'®^') p(6®rf). Finally, suppose that U is an enveloping algebra for B®^L. Then if we use the map X : d}-> pu(i®af), deL, U is an enveloping algebra for L. Thus there exists a unique A-fe-algebra map h :E(L)-^U such that Aop^==py. We may extend h uniquely to a B-module map h' from B®^E(L) to U by setting A'(6®^8)==&.A (8) . If fifeL and 6eB, then
In order to complete the proof that B®^E(L) is the universal enveloping algebra for B®^L, it will suffice to show that h' is a B-^-algebra map. For this we need only show that h' is a ^-algebra map. Since h' is A-linear it will suffice to show that
by Lemma (2.12) .
This completes the proof.
Corollary (a. 14). -If A is a k-algebra which is noetherian, if S is a multiplicative closed set and if D^A/A) is finitely generated, then E^Ap-^/^^A^-^E^A^)).

Theorem (2.15). -Suppose that A and k are rings such that A is a k-algebra. Assume that L is an A-k-Lie algebra. Assume that there exists a commutative k-Lie algebra C C L such
that C is a sub algebra o/"L, such that G is a finitely generated free k-module^ and such that L is freely generated as an A-module by C. Then E(L/^) ^S^ [L] 4 ' where " + " denotes the augmen-
Proof. -Suppose that d^, ..., d^ is a ^-basis for G. Because GcL, and there exists a Lie algebra map 6 : L -> L(A/^), there is also a A-Lie algebra map from C to L(A/A). Thus A is a G-algebra, and hence AOO^G is an A-A-Lie algebra. Proof. -Our assumptions imply that D^A/A) is a free module over A with a basis consisting of the elements dx^, . . ., dXg where the ^ are a minimal system of generators for the maximal ideal SOT of A. Thus L(A/A) is a free module with basis ^/^, . . ., ^/^g where B 2 /^ ^. = B 2 /^. Ox,. 
Lemma (2.16). -Suppose that k and A are rings and suppose that B is an K-algebra. Assume that F is a free A-module and that i: F->B is an A-linear map from
Suppose that L is an A-A-Lie algebra, and suppose that B is an L-algebra. Thus 9 : L-^L(B/A) is such that for aeA and deL, 9(^)(a. i^)=={da)i^. We then have a map p^oO which carries L into E(B/A)==E(L(B/A)). Since 6 is A-linear and p^ is B-linear, p^oQ is A-linear. Suppose that aeA and ;ceE(B/^). Then for afeL, pE(6(rf))(^)==(6(rf)(^. i^))x+{a. iMQ{d))x={da. i^x+{a. i^^{Q{d))x.
Further if d, d'eL, then
(pEo^^^^p^OW.O^')]^?^^))?^^'))-?^^'))?^^)).
Therefore E(B/^) is an enveloping algebra for L. It follows that there is a uniquely determined A-linear A-algebra map from E(L) to E(B/A) which makes B an E(L)-module. We shall, in what follows, denote that map bys (6) . In particular, then, if ^, .. ., <^eL, and &eB e(6)(p^) ... ^Wb)==QW ... QW{b).
We shall write QL.X for s(6)(a).A:, A^B, when there is no fear of confusion. +(a'®^')(^®^)+(a'®^').7](i®pE(^)®^) =(fl®^)8(^'®^')+(fl'®^')8(a®^).
Next assume aeA, b, b^^ b^eB and ^eE(L). Then
From this it follows easily that if oceA®^B and A:eB®^E(L)0^B, then (a;c)=(8oc)A;+a^).
We can now apply the result of Lemma (2.16) which shows that there exists a uniquê
which coincides with d* on B0^E(L)®^B and which coincides with 8 on A®^B.
Next we claim that d' factors through J(L, A0^B). To show this, it will suffice for us to show that d' vanishes on each of the generators of 3. Since the assertion is obvious for elements of type a), we suppose d^ . . ., fi^eL, and that b^ ^eB. Then '(i®pEW... PEW®W-< s (i® A pE(4(u))®w® n PE^))®^))
-s s (i® n PEW®W®PEW npE(^))®^).
Now denote d by ^.+1. Thus the above expression becomeŝ
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We have now shown that there exists a function
from L to L(J(L, A®^B)/^). The map y is A-linear. To see this, suppose aeA and dei,. Then we must show that y(ad)=a-{(d), and to show this it will suffice to show that f{ad){a'®b')^a^{d){a'®b') and that ^{ad)rt{b'®Q®b")=a^(d)ri{b'®Q®b"). But f(ad){a'®b')=a{da')®b'+ri(i®p^a'ad)®b') ==(a®i)(da'®b'+^{i®pE{a'd)®b')).
Also
•^{ad)^(b'®Q®b")==^{i®p^ad)®b')(i®Q®b"))+^(b'®p^ad)Q®b") ={a®i)rj({i®pE{d)®b'){i®Q®b"))+^b'®ps{d)®b")).
Next we claim that y 1 s a ^-Lie algebra map. Thus suppose that d, rf'eL and suppose that aeA, ^eB. Then
[fW,^d')](a®,b)=f{dW){a®,b)-{{d')fW{a®,b) =^{d){d'a®b+-q{i®apE{d')®b))-^d')[da®b +•»)(! ®a(>s[d)®b)) =dd'a®b+-q{i®{d'a)^{d)®b)+7i{i®^{d){a^d'))®b) -d'da®b-^i®{da)^(d')®b)-ri(i®^{d'){a^{d))®b) =dd'a®b+-fi{i®{d'a)pE{d)®b)+fi(i®{da)^{d')®b) +^{i®apE{d)pE{d')®b)-d'da®b-^{i®{da)pE{d')®b) -rt{i®(d'a)^W®b)-^i®a^(d')^W®b) =dd'a®b+r^(i®apEWpE{d')®b) -d'da®b-f\{i®a^{d')^(d)®b') ==dd'a®b-d'da®b+f]{i®apE[d, d']®b)
=[</, d']a®b+rt{i®aps[d, d']®b) ={-r[d,d']){a®b).
Further, if b, b'eTi, and A-eE(L), then
[fW,T{d')W®x®b')={f{dW)-r{dW))^b®x®b') =7)(l®pE(rf)pE(fl?')®^7)(l®A;®&')
+-ft{i®p^')®b)ri{i®ps(d)x®b') +-ri(i®pEW®b)-q(i®pE{d')x®b')+^(b®pE{d)p^d')x®b') -T)(I ®ps{d')pE{d) ®b)^{i ®x®b') -7}{i®pE{d)®b)ri{i®p^d')x®b') -ri{i®p^d')®bMi®p^d)x®b')-fj(b®p^d')^Wx®b') =•»)(! ®ps[d, d']®b)^{i®x®b')+^b®p^[d, d']x®b') [d,d']{b®x®b').
Because ^{d)(a®i)=da®i, this completes the proof that J(L, A®^B) has the structure of an L-algebra. J(L, A®^B) now inherits the structure of an E(L)-algebra by s(y), where (e(Y)a)(A)=y](i®a®^), aeE(L) and ^eB. Now suppose that T is an (A ®^B)-algebra and suppose 6 : L->L(T/A) gives T the structure of an L-algebra. Suppose that 9 is the A-A-structure for L and suppose X : A^B-^T is the map giving T an (A ®^B)-structure. Suppose aeA and assume
xeE(Tlk). If deL, then Q{d){ax)=Q{d){\{a®i)x)={Q{d)\{a®i))x+\{a®i){Q{d)x).
We know that E(T/A) is an A-A-enveloping algebra for L; thus there exists a map s(6) : E(L) ->E(T/A), such that s(e)opg=6 on L. If we are to have that Jo,x((^Y)(a))(^^))=(s(e)(a))X(^^), then for beB we must have JQ ^(i®a®^)=(£(6)(a))(i®^6). Thus we must have Je, 
.pEW)(a®^))=^( s s ((n^)a)(i®np,(^)®&)))
M=O aGF(M,r) v=l w=l =2: s ((n^)fl)(e(6)npE(^)))6
M=O aeF(w,r) v=l ' ' w=l
=6(^)... 6(^)X(a®^)=s(6)(p^)... PE(W(^).
Since both s(6) andj are A-linear, this shows that for each element oceE(L),
In what follows, if A, B, k, L and T are as in the above theorem, then we shall call the map JQ ^ :J(L, A0^B) -^B the jet map of 6. In case L==L(A/^) we shall denote J(L, A®^B) by J(A, B/^). In this case, if h : B-^A is a A-algebra map, then A has the structure of an (A ®^B)-algebra by the map VL(a®^b)==ah{b). A is therefore an L (A/A)-algebra which is also an (A®^B)-algebra. We shall denote J^H byj/e and we shall call j\h the jet section map of A.
Lemma (2.19). -Assume A and k are rings', and suppose that L and L' are A-k-Lie algebras. Suppose that B is an A-algebra such that it is both an L-and an L''-algebra with structure maps X and X' respectively. If 6 : L->L' is an A-k-Lie algebra map such that for each rfeL one has \'{Q(d)) ==\{d), then the map Id®^6
:
B®^L -> B^L' is a TS-k-map.
Proof. -The map Id®^6 is by definition B-linear, hence we need only show that Id®^ ls a A-Lie algebra map such that for SeBOO^L and beB it follows that To prove the next assertion we shall find it convenient at this time to introduce some notation. If n is a positive integer, then 2" will denote the collection of subsets of the set {i, . . ., n}. 
The object J(A, B/^) is the construction which we needed for the Boardman-Thom theory. However, the object constructed in the next theorem is one which displays the adjoint structure of the infinite jet space.
Theorem (a. 21). -Suppose A, B and k are rings and assume A is a k-algebra with B an K-algebra by a map \ : A->B. Assume that L is an A-k-Lie algebra. There is one and up to B-algebra isomorphisms, only one B-algebra (scalar) J(L, B) satisfying the following conditions:
1) There exists an A-linear map y : L-^L(J(L, B)/A) which is the structure map for E(J(L, B)/^) as an enveloping algebra for L. 2) If T is a ^-algebra by X : B->T such that T is an 1^-algebra by a structure map 6 : L->L(T/A), then there exists a unique ^-algebra map J'Q ^ :J(L, B)->T such that for eacĥ eE(L) and each 6eB, JQ^{{^)x)b)=^{Q)x){\b).
Proof. -There exists an exact sequence o-^K->A®^B->B->o where Proof. -We need only remark that we have shown that each object of the category of A-algebras has an associated free object with respect to F. (See [5] ). 
Corollary (2.22). -Suppose that L is an A-k-Lie algebra. Denote by L-Alg the category with objects A-algebras which are ii-algebras, and morphisms which are E(L) -algebra maps. Let
Next Y is A-linear sincê 
Now suppose that ^, ..., a?,eL. Then
Now assume that S is a multiplicatively closed set in A. Assume that cr: A->A[S~1] is the canonical map. Lemma (2.7) shows that there exists an Ap'^-^-map
Note that
The map y ^ L->L(J(L, B)/A)
gives J(L, B) the structure of an L-algebra. We can extend y to a map y :
Lemma ( 
is constructed from y by the procedures of the first half of this theorem. Thus one sees easily that y' and y* coincide (under the isomorphism Ap-1 ]®^^, B)^J(L, Ap-1 ]®^)). We must show that if
we m^ suppose that x^^s')-1 ®^. . . dŵ here ^eL. Thus
The result which follows connects theJ(L, B) to the Thom-Boardman spaces of [2] .
Theorem ( (6) 
On the other hand
But 6(</') eC, and by assumption 8, commutes with C. Thus the last sum vanishes, and f [d,d'] Therefore, the jet section condition (see Theorem (2.21) ) shows that ifj is a jet section from SB[E(B(^D)®BD(B/A)] we must have
=(£(6)(^...^_,)))(6(^)(X6,)). 
ITERATED SINGULARITIES
Suppose that M is a finitely generated module over a ring A. We shall denote by f,(M) the j^ Fitting invariant of M (see [8] or [12] ). If o->K->F->M->o is an exact sequence ofR-modules where F is free with a basis f^y .. ., f^ and if K. is generated by the elements S^.j^, then the r-th Fitting invariant of M is the ideal in R generated by the (n -r) X (n -r) subdeterminants of the matrix (^).
Definition (3.1). -Assume that A and k are scalar rings and suppose A : A-^M is a A-derivation from A to a finitely generated A-module M. Suppose that j is a nonnegative integer. Then we set (i) 3,(M)=f,_,(M) (ii) "'^^^(A^D) If ;'(i), ..., i{r) is a sequence of integers, then we define a sequence of modules and ideals as follows: It is well known that A has an extension to a derivation from Ap to Ap®^M (see [14] ). We shall denote this extension also by A. Then ^{as~l)==s~l^a-s~2a^s. We claim that , then the p(^) generate M and we may choose a minimal system of generators for M from among the p(^). This minimal system of generators for M consists of a sequence of elements which are the images under s of a basis for F. Thus we may suppose a is surjective. From this it follows that K is generated by s elements. Suppose that ^, . . ., ^ is a i basis for F and suppose that K is generated by k^== S a{ut)e^ The ideal f^_^(M) is then generated by the elements a(uv), with ^^u^s and i^^^-The remarks of the first paragraph of this proof show that we may assume that f^_i(M)==(o), thus that M is free of rank==i .(see [12] ) and that Af^_^(M) is a submodule generated by at most
subdeterminants of an ixsi matrix of elements of A. It follows (see [3] or [7] ) that
i+j). § 4. GENERIC SINGULARITIES
Suppose now that A, k are rings with A a A-algebra and suppose L is an A-A-Lie algebra. Assume that B is an A-algebra and that T is a B-algebra which is also an L-algebra by a map 6 : L-^L(T^). We shall suppose that K is a B-submodule of D(B/A). The map 6 induces a T-homomorphism Suppose that A and B are regular local rings which contain a characteristic zero field k and which have maximal ideals generated by systems of parameters (^5 . . ., x^) and (j^, . . .,j^J respectively. If ^=A/(^, . . ., ^)==B/(j^ . . .,j/J and if D^A/^) and D^B/^) are finitely generated, then the Lie algebra of A is generated by the commuting partial derivatives ^/^ and Theorem (2.24) shows that the jet space using the Lie algebra of A is the schema of a polynomial ring in elements z' y where i ^j ^ w and cr is a sequence of nonnegative integers ((r(i), . . .5 <?(y)). Furthermore (a/^,,=ŵ here <7'=(o-(i), ..., (j{t)+i, a{t+i), ..., c{v)). In this case a catalogue of the Boardman-Thom singularities and the singularities defined above is given in [2] on page 32.
Lemma (4.2). -Suppose that S, T, A, B and k are rings so that B is an A-algebra, such that S and T are ^-algebras and such that A is a k-algebra. Assume that L is an A-k-Lie algebra which is a finitely generated projective A-module. IfS and T are 'L-algebras and ifK is a 'B-submodule ofD(Klk), then/or an 'L-algebra map (p : T-^S which is also a ^-algebra map there exists an isomorphism 9 : S®rrD(T®^L/K) -> D(S®^L/K).
Proof. -We shall consider first the case in which L is a free A-module. Suppose that X : B-^T and (A : B-^S are the B-algebra structure maps for T and S, and assume 6 : L-^L(T/^) and v : L^L(S/A!) are the L-structure maps for S and T respectively. Because y is an L-algebra map we have that for teT and feL, y(6(/))(^)=v(/)(<p(()). Denote by or the natural S map from S®THom,r(T®AL, T) to Homg(S®AL, S). This map is an isomorphism since L is finitely generated and free. Therefore S®TD(T®AL/K)£Homs(S®A:L,S)/(<T(S®TAi,6-(K))).
If beB, then for feL and i®^feS®^L 0(I®T6-^BW)(I®A/)=(9-VT(^))(/) =(9(/))(^)=v(./W) =(v-Vs((^))(i®s./).
It follows that for each element ^6D(B/A), <r(i®T6-Ar(_y))=v-As(j»'), and therefore (?(S®T6-Ari,(K))=v-Ag(K). Note that we have also shown that
I®AL(T/K)=A^(S/K).
We turn now to the case in which L is finitely generated and projective. Suppose p is a prime in the ring A, suppose T-^S is an A-algebra map and assume that M is an A-module. Then
A,®^(S®TM)£ (Ap®^S)®^^(Ap®AM).
To see this note first that Ap®A:M.^Ap®^T®,i,M. We now consider the change of rings given by the A-map T-^Ap®^. Then \®^S is both a T-and an Ap®^T-module. Thus (see [4] because L is finitely generated projective (and hence finitely related) and A is A-flat (see [9] ). Thus A^®^HomT(T®^L,T)^Hom^^T(Ap®AT®AL.A^®^T). We shall denote this map from Ap®^HomT(T®^L, T) to Hom^ ^(A^T®^, Ay®^T)
by ^. We give Ap®^T the structure of an (Ay ®^L)-algebra by the map i®^6 and we can give Ap®^T a B-algebra structure by the map i®^-I 11 order to complete the proof of the lemma it will suffice to show that the image by ^ of Ay®^"^^) is the image of (i^A^)^1^^1!')-Thus suppose &eB, assume VeL and suppose s denotes i®^i in Ap®^T. Then S(I®Ae-VBW)(^A/) == I®A(9-^^W)(/) = I®Ae-^(^) (/) =i®Ae(/)(x6)==(i®^6(/))((i®^T)W).
The following is a more convenient restatement of the above using the universality ofJ(L,B). 
